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Abstract. High-resolution paleo-environmental and paleo-ecological archives in laminated sequences are present in selected areas from the upper continental Peruvian margin within the oxygen minimum zone. We present initial results of a multidisciplinary study (the PALEOPECES project) that aims to reconstruct environmental and ecosystem variability during the past 200 years from high-resolution records. We report chronology development, sediment structure, elemental, organic, and mineralogical compositions of a box core collected at 300 m depth off Pisco, central Peru. An average sedimentation rate of 2.2 mm y⁻¹ was estimated from downcore excess ²¹⁰Pb activities for the last 100–150 years. Extending this rate further downcore indicates that a slump located at 52 cm depth from the top of the core can be correlated with a large tsunami that struck the coast of central Peru in 1746. X-ray analyses reveal laminated structures composed of couplets of light and dark laminae. Observations under polarized microscope show that light laminae are dominated by more dense, detrital and terrigenous material, while dark laminae are less dense with greater concentrations of amorphous biogenic silica. Downcore variations in dry bulk density and X-ray radiocopy of gray level show similar patterns, including a major shift at 34 cm depth (ca. mid-nineteenth century). A finely laminated sequence, which may include annual varves, is present between 34 cm depth and the slump layer. Sediment characteristics of the sequence suggest increased seasonality of terrigenous versus biogenous sedimentation during the corresponding period. In addition to a mid-nineteenth century change and considerable multidecadal variability in TOC, there is a positive trend in the past 50 years. Mineralogical analyses from a Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) of the upper core covering the last 25 years, indicate higher concentrations of the mineral fraction (quartz, feldspar, kaolinite and illite) in layers including large El Niño events (1982–1983, 1986–1987 and 1997–1998), with the largest peak during the 1997–1998 episode. These results confirm that anoxic sediments off Pisco are suitable archives to investigate interannual and decadal changes in oceanographic conditions and climate of the northern Humboldt upwelling system.

1 Introduction

The Humboldt Current Ecosystem (HCE) off Peru undergoes large variations in productivity and ecosystem structure in association with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and decadal variability (Arntz and Fahrbach, 1996; Alheit and Nüsen, 2004). Changes on decadal time scale are recognized as important sources of variability in atmospheric and oceanic structure (Miller, 1994; Field and Baumgartner, 2000). Decadal variability may also modulate the frequency, intensity and timing of the ENSO cycle (Wang and Picaut, 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Wang and Fiedler, 2005; Cobb et al.,
Fig. 1. Location of boxcore B0405-06 (red triangle, 14°07.9′ S, 76°30.1′ W, 299 m depth) off the central-south Peruvian coast. Bathymetric contour lines are in 25 m intervals from 100 m to 500 m, and in 100 m intervals from 500 m to 1500 m depth.

2004). These low frequency changes in the physical environment can result in large non-linear “regime shifts” in marine ecosystem structure in the Pacific Basin (Mantua and Hare, 2002; Schwartzlose et al., 1999; Hsieh et al., 2005). Within the HCE, two “anchovy regimes” (from the start of the fisheries until early 70’s, and from early 90’s until present) separated by a “sardine regime” (from mid 70’s until early 90’s) have been proposed (Chávez et al., 2003; Alheit and Niñuen, 2004). However, the extent to which decadal changes observed in the twentieth century are typical of regular decadal variability is not known.

The presence of an oxygen minimum zone inhibits bioturbation and facilitates the preservation of high-resolution records of past ecosystem changes in disoxic sediments in suitable topographic conditions (Krissek and Scheiddeger, 1983). Seasonal and/or interannual differences in particle composition and density may result in the formation of annual varves or laminae (Kemp et al., 1990; Valdés et al., 2003). However, sediments of the Peru slope are highly heterogeneous; authigenic precipitation of phosphorites, erosive processes and lateral transport are influential processes that can frequently supersede deposition and preservation of continuous laminae in disoxic environments (Levin et al., 2002; Reinhardt et al., 2003). Therefore, continuous high-resolution records in recent laminated sequences are present only in specific localities of the continental margin, particularly off the central Peruvian coast. Some studies in this zone have described laminated sediments containing natural archives of climate and ecosystem change, such as diatoms, organic carbon and fish scales (e.g. Kemp et al., 1990; Schwartzlose et al., 1999). However, to our knowledge, the present study is the first multiproxy approach conducted at high-resolution in sediments containing laminated sequences that record different modes of variability during the recent past.

PALEOPECES is an international, multidisciplinary, research project that aims to reconstruct past variability in environmental (temperature and oxygen) and ecosystem (productivity, ecosystem structure and fish population dynamics) characteristics of the Peruvian upwelling ecosystem during the last 2000 years, with an emphasis on the last several hundred years. Our general objective here is to describe the nature of these laminated sedimentary records and assess their suitability to reconstruct environmental and biological signals at multiannual and decadal time-scales during the past several hundred years. In the first stage, we conducted exploratory surveys that enabled us to pinpoint continental margin localities where high-resolution records are preserved. The present work summarizes the initial analyses of a core spanning longer than the last 200 years from one of the most favorable regions found.
Fig. 2. Sedimentary characteristics of boxcore B0405-06. (a) Digital X-radiograph (SCOPIX), (b) digital photograph, (c) downcore distribution of dry bulk density (\(\rho\)), (d) X-ray gray level (arbitrary units), and (e) percent total organic carbon (TOC) from boxcore B0405-06.

2 Methodology

2.1 Environmental setting and sampling site

Based on previous studies (Suess et al., 1990; Reinhardt et al., 2002; IMARPE, unpublished data), exploratory coring was done on the upper slope off Callao (11°30′S–12°15′S) and Pisco (13°15′S–14°00′S), at depths varying between 100 and 400 m. This sampling involved a series of short Phleger gravity cores (6.3 cm internal diameter and 63 cm length) taken on the R/V Olaya (May 2003). These sediment cores showed different types of structures, including homogeneous, banded, or laminated layers, sometimes with nodules and unconfomrable laminations. The most continuously laminated cores were collected off Pisco between 200 and 300 m depth. This area is located downstream from the main upwelling center off Peru (San Juan, at 15° S) and within the core of the oxygen minimum zone (OMZ). The shelf-slope transition is smooth here and located around 350 m depth. A boxcore containing finely laminated sequences was retrieved using a Soutar Box Corer, off Pisco (14°07.9′S, 76°30.1′W, 299 m depth) on a second cruise in May 2004 (Fig. 1).

2.2 Analytical methods

The relatively large area of the box core provided large sediment volume for small incremental downcore sub-sampling. The core was left to drain for several months before subsampling, which resulted in considerable core shrinkage. The core was then cut into four slabs of 2.5 cm thickness each for bulk sedimentological and microfossil subsampling, and two slabs of 1 cm thickness each for X-radiography, chronology development, and geochemical analyses. Subsampling for chronology work and for bulk sedimentology was performed with centimeter to sub-centimeter resolution following the stratigraphy. Sediment dry bulk density (\(\rho\)) was estimated by mapping each sediment slice area and thickness.

Sedimentary structures were documented by analogic X-radiography and by high-resolution (sub-millimeter scale) digital X-radioscopy (SCOPIX, Migneon et al., 1999). Radioscopy outputs were expressed on a gray level scale that measures density-based differences in the transparency to X-rays, with higher gray levels indicating lower transparency due to greater density. The vertical distributions of excess \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) and other radionuclides were determined by gamma spectrometry at the Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et l’Environnement, at Gif-Sur-Yvette, France. Gamma spectrometry on sediment samples was done with one high-resolution, low background, “well-type” Ge detector at the Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane (Cochran, 1992; Reyss et al., 1995). In order to correct \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) gamma countings by self-absorption, radiochemical assays were run for some sediment samples previously spiked with \(^{208}\text{Po}\), followed by alpha spectrometry. Sedimentation rates were obtained from a simple Constant Flux / Constant Supply Model (Appleby and Oldfield, 1978) using excess \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) downcore profiles. Complete chronologies are in progress from these \(^{210}\text{Pb}\) derived sedimentation rates and by radiocarbon ages corrected by local reservoir effects, as well as through comparisons of laminations, traces of slumps and biogenic structures.
Bulk elemental total organic carbon (TOC) was measured with a Thermo Electron CNS elemental analyzer (PALÉOTROPIQUE laboratory, Bondy). The mineralogical composition was assessed by Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR). Samples were prepared using a KBr disc, which ensures that Lambert-Beer’s law is valid. A quantitative determination of the mineral content from various blends was performed by making a multicomponent analysis of the experimental spectrum using the spectra of each component in the mixture (Bertaux et al., 1998). Smear-slides of selected samples were microphotographed under a polarized microscope in order to observe, describe, and quantify the biogenic and detrital particles.

3 Results and discussion

Sedimentary characteristics, including X-radiographs, gray level, dry bulk density (\(\rho\)), and TOC values from the box-core are shown in Fig. 2. Gray level varies positively with \(\rho\) (\(r^2=0.45, n=83, p<0.001\)), indicating that sediment transparency to X-rays is at least partly explained by changes in dry bulk density. A major change in the sediment structure is observed at 34 cm depth below the core top. Above this 34 cm level, sediments are less dense on average with coarser laminations and higher and more variable TOC content. Below this level sediments are characterized by greater density, finer laminations, and a lower, less variable, TOC content. A finely laminated sequence of 20 cm is located immediately below this transition and extends down to a slump segment at 52–55 cm depth. Couplets of dark and light laminae range from 2–5 mm thickness within the finely laminated sequence. Above the 34 cm transition, the thickness of the coarse couples are \(\sim 1\) cm.

Excess \(^{210}\)Pb is present down to 25 cm depth, showing a log-linear downcore decrease with accumulated mass (Fig. 3). Excess \(^{210}\)Pb yields an average sediment accumulation rate of 0.047±0.002 g cm\(^{-2}\) y\(^{-1}\) (\(r^2=0.96\)). This rate roughly agrees with the downcore distribution of \(^{241}\)Am and \(^{137}\)Cs, which show peaks at ca. 7 cm depth (not shown). Excess \(^{228}\)Th is present in the top layer, confirming the recovery of the sediment/water interface. The sediment accumulation rate was divided by the mean value of \(\rho\) in the upper 25 cm to yield an average sedimentation rate of 2.2 mm y\(^{-1}\). Since the thickness of the finest couplets of dark and light laminae are from 2 to 5 mm, some laminae may represent annual layers of sedimentation. Applying the constant sediment accumulation rate for the whole sediment core suggests that the slump segment at \(\sim 54\) cm depth corresponds to the mid-eighteenth century. We hypothesize that this slump coincides with a strong earthquake in 1746, which was followed by a tsunami.

Fig. 3. Downcore distribution of excess \(^{210}\)Pb versus depth-accumulated mass. Regression line corresponds to the least-squares fit of the Constant Flux – Constant Sedimentation model and yields a mass accumulation rate of 0.0424±0.0024 g cm\(^{-2}\) y\(^{-1}\).

Fig. 4. Polarized microphotographs of a smear-slide of (a) a light-coloured lamina and (b) a dark-coloured lamina, showing higher abundances of mineral particles and diatom remains, respectively.
that impacted the central Peruvian coast, completely destroying the port of Callao. Following this assumption, the 34 cm transition is dated at ca. 1850.

Combined evidence thus indicates that the mid-nineteenth century is a transitional period in terms of sediment density, total organic carbon content, and formation of laminae. The higher TOC values in the upper segment (the 12 uppermost sampling intervals corresponding to ∼50 years) indicate a net TOC flux increase, although with significant multian- nual variability superimposed. This 50 year period coincides with a trend of increasing upwelling favorable winds in instrumental records (Jahncke et al., 2004), suggesting that the augmentation of TOC flux results from higher primary production. An increase in TOC flux is also present at the same period in laminated sediments at Mejillones Bay (23°S) off northern Chile (Valdés et al., 2004; Vargas, 2002; Vargas et al., 2004), suggesting that these positive trends of inferred upwelling and primary production occur at a regional scale.

FTIR analyses show that the sediment is composed of quartz, feldspar, kaolinite, illite and amorphous silica. Polar- ized microphotographs of smear-slides show that concentra- tions of mineral particles are higher in light laminae and that amorphous silica, corresponding to diatom fragments (pri- marily Thalassionema nitzchioides, Thalassionema bacillare and resting spores of Chaetoceros spp.), is a primary con- stituent of dark laminae (Fig. 4). Note that lighter (darker) layers in the x-radiograph are also lighter (darker) in the photo- graphic image. Light laminae and layers with thicker light laminae tend to present higher gray levels and higher ρ, respectively, and vice versa. Since the laminae couplets reflect an alternation in the sedimentation, with dark (biogenic) laminae deposited during more productive periods, the finely laminated sequence deposited before the mid-nineteenth cen- tury may be interpreted as an increase in seasonality of ter- rigenous and biogenous sedimentation.

Figure 5 shows the FTIR spectra of six different sam- pling intervals from the upper layers of the boxcore that span the last 25 years. Increases in the mineral fraction (quartz, feldspar, kaolinite and illite) were present in three sampling intervals that include El Niño events (1982–1983, 1986–1987 and 1997–1998), which can be interpreted as resulting from increased terrigenous input to the continental Peruvian margin. Higher deposition of terrigenous material in this area, where riverine sources are scarce, can result from a combination of increased fluvial discharges due to a greater regional rainfall (Bendix, 2000; Bendix et al., 2003) and enhanced poleward transport during the EN events (Strub et al., 1998 and references therein).

4 Conclusions

A boxcore collected off Pisco provides a continuous record of oceanographic and climatic changes during the last 100 to
250 years. Periods of mineral fractions increase, as those including the 1982–1983, 1986–1987 and 1997–1998 El Niño episodes, may be interpreted as resulting from a combination of increased regional fluvial discharges and enhanced poleward transport during the EN events. A change in sedimentological characteristics and variability of TOC is observed at ca. 1850, reflecting noteworthy changes in climate and ecosystem properties, (e.g. relatively higher seasonality in the fluxes of terrigenous components versus biogenous components prior to that stratigraphic level). Multidecadal variability of TOC is present over the past 150 years, including a positive trend in TOC for the past 50 years. Taking into account instrumental records of increasing alongshore wind stress off Peru and a similar pattern for the TOC flux off the northern Chilean coast during the last half century, we infer a regional intensification of the upwelling regime with enhanced primary productivity.
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